Celebrate Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead)
Get Inspired with Sugar Skulls
Fun with Precut Skulls
Possible Materials:
Pre-cut Skulls 96 COE (#X24612)
Millefiori (X94628 or X94614)
96 COE Scrap Glass
Glassline Paints or Vitrea Glossy Paints

Project Ideas:
Position pre-cut skulls on scrap glass and embellish with
millefiori, Glassline pens, confetti, stringers, dichroic scrap
glass or decals. Attach a fusible bail to create a fun night light
(Switch Nightlight with Hook #171277) or use adhesive to
attach to a flat-top wine bottle stopper (#63932) for a festive
party favor. Tiles shown above created using Glassline paints
and millefiori fired to a medium fuse.

Festive Stained Glass Projects
Possible Materials:
Skull Bevel (#44863)
Creative Images Color Slide
Pre-tinned Wire
Etching Cream
Stencils
Pre-Cuts
Glass and Basic Stained Glass Supplies
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Project Ideas:
Find free clipart or design your own art to create a
festive image, print using Creative Images Color
and bake according to directions.
Use pre-cut flowers to add detail and dimension to
the skulls eye sockets.
Pre-tinned wire can be used to add curly
embellishments and used to overlay glass to
create teeth for your sugar skull.
Note: Colors Slide can be delicate even after
baking so be careful when foiling, fluxing and
soldering your skull bevel.

More Project Ideas:
Use etching cream and stencils applied to the back of
the bevel to add fun swirls or fabulous flowers to your
sugar skull.
Use pre-cuts to add a big dimensional flower for detail.
Use Vitrea paints to add color and bake according to
instructions.
Create a background pattern including bold flowers and bright colors to complete your design.
Fun Jewelry Ideas
Use the Skull Cameo casting mold (#80896) with
colorful frit or Millefiori to create festive, wearable art or
try making fused glass pendants with our skull inspired
dichroic glass (available in 90 and 96 COE)
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